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2019 NAFC Convention 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

October 18 – 20, 2019 

Meeting Minutes 

 

 
 Meeting Commenced at: 9:09am October 19, 2019 

 
Opening words of Welcome - Jim Graven 

 
Opening Prayer – Patrick Short 

 

Convention Schedule Overview – Host Nancy Logue Woods 

Nancy went over the schedule of events for the next two days 

 
Introduction of the Board of the NAFC  

Jeri Hagan, NAFC Chairman of the Board of Directors, Past NAFC President  

John Glynn, Past Chairperson of the Board, Past NAFC President, Member of the Board  

Joan Preece, Past NAFC President, Member of the Board, Ceili Scholarships  

Patricia Dwyer, Past NAFC President, Member of the Board,  

Pat Short, Past Chairman of the Board of Directors, Member of the Board, Syllabus Coordinator  

Patricia Watkins, Past NAFC President, Member of the Board, NAFC Championships 

James Graven, NAFC President  

Mary Kemock – NAFC Vice President  

Jeanne Ferrell, NAFC Vice President at Large  

Cindy Schuler, NAFC Treasurer  

Teresa Buck – NAFC Secretary  

Donna Genthe – NAFC Registrar/Website  

Hellen Gannon, Member of the Board, Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Eireann  

Russell Beaton – IDTANA President, An Coimisiún Vice President, Member of the Board  

Mike Farrell - for Tom Gervin acting as Sergeant at Arms 

Sean MacDonnchadha - for Francis Curly, CLRG Chairperson, An Coimisiún, Member of the Board 

Lori Seeman - Handbook/New Feis Liaison 

 

 
Rules of the Convention: Jim Graven 

Sergeant at Arms is Mike Farrell (acting for Tom Gervin - not present) 

President, James Graven stated the rules of the convention. They were: 

1. Discussions on any one subject is limited to 10 minutes. 
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2. Each person can only speak once on an issue until everyone who wishes to speak on that issue 

have had their turn. 

3. Each Feis only has one vote 

4. Microphone must be used. 

Motion to Accept Agenda 

Motion to accept Agenda: Kerry Kelly Oster 

Seconded by: Patricia White 

Motion: Carried 

 

Question/Discussion 

President, Jim Graven thanked everyone for coming and discussed electronic sending of regional reports 

should go to Kathy Yates for the minutes.  yateska@hotmail.com 

Question: Do all feis get a vote? 

Answer: Only one vote for each feis that is already registered.  New feisanna must have already paid for 

a vote.   

Jim Graven - Sympathy to members/family who have recently died. 

 

Correspondence 

New contract for tripartite agreement coming this year 

New England correspondence regarding tripartite agreement - tabled to be discussed by board and 

tripartite group. 

Fees - IDTANA and NAFC do not have control.  An Coimisiún has control of fees 

Convention Fees have been eliminated due to tripartite 

If IDTANA has new rules, NAFC requested those be sent to NAFC so they can be posted on the webpage.   

New webpage is up and going. 

Feis reports can now be posted on the webpage.  

You have 2 months to register your feis following the completion of your feis.  If you are late registering, 

there is a $100 late fee. The financial process may be changed after the Tripartite agreement is finalized. 

No other correspondence. 
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NAFC Championship Reports – Pat Watkins 

The 2019 NAFC Championships were held January 19, 2019 at the Crowne Plaza Resort & Hotel in 

Sacramento California in conjunction with the John Kennelly Memorial Feis which was held at the same 

location the following day. – wonderful venue with a lot of brilliant dancers. Every competitor was 

announced by name at the ceremony. Went home with an event patch, group photo and comments but 

not their scores.  Top 6 recognized and commemorative medals given. 

Also held was the Peter Smith Ceili Competitions. 

Most of the entrants in the special step down the line and traditional set competitions also went home 

with a commemorative medal. 

ADJUDICATORS:  

Donny Golden  

Angela Hogan  

Megan Sanders  

Lauren McGrath Dutton  

Rosemary Turco  

Brenda Crossen Finn  

MUSICIANS:  

Tony Rutherford  

Linda Rutherford  

Chris McLaughlin 

Gerry Campbell Senior Belt:   23 Competitors 

Gerry Campbell Senior Belt Winners 

Orla Godley from Mullane Godley Irish Dance Academy, Chicago, IL and 

MacKenzie Mahler from the Blakey-O’Brien School, Calgary, Canada 

who were joint winners of the Gerry Campbell North American Senior Belt Championship 

It’s the first time there was a tie in the Senior Belt competition. 

Congrats to Orla and Mac. 

 

Top Six Dancers in the Gerry Campbell Senior Belt: 

Hannah Logar - Whelan School 

Cameron Lambert - Comerford School 

Evan Lowe - O'Shea School 

Mackenzie Mahler - Blakey School 

Katharine Phippen - Tara Academy 

Orla Godley - Mullane Godley Academy 
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Robert Gabor Junior Belt – 21 Competitors (down a bit from last year) not sure why numbers 

were lower. 

Robert Gabor Junior Belt Winner 

Mya Coyne - Butler-Fearon_O"Connor 

 

 

Top Six Dancers in the Robert Gabor Junior Belt: 

Aiden Waterman - Walsh Kelley 

Bethany Hsieh - Tamora School 

Megan Stuart - Corda Mor Irish Dance 

Maya Coyne - Butler Fearon O'Connor 

Grace Reynolds - Cleary School 

Izzy Taulli - Cleary School 

 

 

George Sweetnam Minor Belt – 19 Competitors 

 

George Sweetnam Minor Belt Winner 

 

Ashton Baumann - Lavin Cassidy School 

Unanimous winner 

Top Six Dancers in the George Sweetnam Minor Belt: 

Ashton Baumann - Lavin Cassidy School 

Lily Morel - Mulhern School 

Christina Mariel Wiltz - McGough Academy 

Phoebe Morel - Mulhern School 

Clare Doherty - Doherty Petri School 

Jocelynn Sarraf - Tamora School 

 

The Belt Winners lead a Parade of Champions Dance following the competitions 
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In 2018 the NAFC Championships introduced the Peter Smith Ceili Championship 

The age groups are aligned with the current NAFC Championship ages 

Each team shall consist of not less than four and not more than eight dancers 

Dances must be chosen from 4-hand, 6-hand, and 8-hand dances as listed in Ar Rinci Ceili 

Teams may be all girl or mixed teams 

The Ceili Competitions were run in between the Belts 

 

The Peter Smith Minor Ceili Competition U13 Winner - MacConmara Academy 

 

The Peter Smith Junior Ceili Competition U17 Winner - Cleary Irish Dance CA 

 

The Peter Smith Senior Ceili Competition 17+ Winner - Cleary Irish Dance CA 

 

2020 NAFC Championships - Jim Graven 

 

The 2020 NAFC Belt Championships will be held at The Grand Geneva Resort and Spa in Lake 

Geneva, WI, USA. Ceili competitions will be in the evening on Saturday, February 29, 2020 and 

Belt Competitions will take place on Sunday, March 1, 2020.  The Lavin-Cassidy Feis will be on 

that weekend on Friday, February 28, 2020 and Saturday February 29, 2020.   

A majority of the stage, adjudicator and musician costs will be shared 

 

Kerry Kelly Oster - Qualifying dates are January 1st to December 31st of the previous year. 

Pat Watkins - If the NAFC event is in 2019, then you must qualify in 2018 now that all three 

events are together.   

Melanie Roepke - If a dancer places first in OC does it qualify? Answer Jim Graven: Less than 5 

dancers still counts as a win.  Do ceili's need to qualify? Answer Jim Graven - No. 

Russell Beaton - We collaboratively ran in conjunction with a feis.  It is important to have a 

different date each year so it doesn't conflict with a particular feis each year.  

 

2019 Music Scholarship Report – Helen Gannon Representing Anne Gervin   

 

Each competition was successful.   

If you win a scholarship - be an apprentice to a musician 

Kids won't go to a feis unless there is competent music 
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February 2019. Helen Gannon and I met with Cameron Daly of Irish Dance Magazine 

in Sacramento, California to discuss the possibility of an article on the two Music 

Scholarships and our efforts to foster an increase in feis musicians Cameron Daly 

subsequently interviewed Zora Cody , former scholarship winner, and the article 

appeared in the April issue of the magazine. Copies available for your perusal. 

The Over 15, James Brennan Music Scholarship was scheduled to be hosted by the 

Peach State Feis in Atlanta in May. On April 15, 2019 Tricia White informed me that 

they had to cancel the scholarship as they had no entries. I advised the NAFC 

President and Board Chair of the cancellation and immediately contacted the alternate 

day Feis “Putnam “ and asked them to consider hosting at short notice. They very 

graciously agreed to take over the event . I emailed previous competitors in that age 

group to advise them of the change and had the change of venue posted on the NAFC 

Website. A sincere thank you to the Putnam Feis committee for hosting the event. 

Jeanne Farrell , 2nd Vice President NAFC, agreed to present the scholarship at the 

Putnam Feis and her report is as follows: 

”I Jeanne Farrell was honored to play a small part in the NAFC Jim Brennan Music 

Championship that took place on May 19, 2019. The Putnam County Feis and the 

Emerald Association hosted the event. The competition took place at 1.30pm after the 

anthems were sung and the dedications were read. Putnam County Feis did a great job 

with showcasing this competition. They made several announcements regarding the 

competition and there was a good crowd of people in attendance to watch and listen. 

The stage was easily visible as it was in the center of the Feis and all other stages were 

idle while the competition was taking place. There were three well qualified 

competitors, Liam Furlong, Dylan James and Emily McFadden. All competitors were 

excellent but I was disappointed that they didn’t have the use of a microphone. Once 

the dancers commenced their hardshoe steps it was very difficult to hear the music. 

The adjudicators were Kerry Oster, Michael Fitzpatrick and Rosaleen Furey. When it 

was time to announce the winner, Liam Furlong was presented with the “big cheque”. 

Congratulations to Liam , Dylan and Emily for participating, I look forward to hearing 

them play at future feiseanna, Respectfullysubmitted , 

Jeanne Farrell, 

NAFC 2nd Vice President” 

------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Gary Brown - Presented Report for U15 Scholarship 
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The Under 15 Edward Callaghan Music Scholarship was hosted by the Golden 

Horshoe Feis, in Milton, Ontario on June 15, 2019. I attended to present the 

scholarship on behalf of the NAFC . Congratulations to Alison Reany Brown and 

Gary Brown for the their excellent and very professional 

showcasing of the event. They and their committee chose “Music” as the general 

theme of the Feis, to emphasize their hosting of the scholarship, and for their special 

“Treble Reel” charitable competition the competitors were asked to wear a costume 

representing a musical instrument, music notes etc. 

The scholarship event was scheduled at noon and on the main championship stage. All 

other events in that arena were suspended until the scholarship was completed, thus 

ensuring a very large and appreciative audience. The adjudicators were: Linda 

Rutherford, Brian Grant and Ena O’Brian. All three of them being very accomplished 

Feis musicians and two of them ADCRG’s. Eight competitors were entered and 

competed, ranging in age from 11 years to under 15 years. The Feis committee 

provided a large group of competent dancers who rotated throughout the competition, 

depending on the choice of dance music chosen by the competitor. The adjudicators 

were instructed to do the tabulating on site and not to divulge any marks or places 

other than the 1st and 2nd place winners. 

1st place was awarded to Brianna Cobbey of Wexford Pennsylvania, playing the 

Violin and 2nd place to McKayla Burke, from Manlius New York, playing the harp. 

During the tabulating by the adjudicators I presented a plaque of Appreciation from 

the Board of Directors, Officers and membership to Tom Blake, former Past President 

and Board member of the NAFC. Tom was very appreciative of the plaque and 

conveyed his thanks to the NAFC for the honour. 

When the tabulation results were announced, Alison, Gary and myself presented the 

award plaque and perpetual plaque to the 1st place winner and facsimile cheque. Then 

we presented the award and cheque to the second place winner. The feis committee 

also presented each of the dancers with a plaque. 

One item that became obvious from both of these scholarships was the necessity of 

having a good sound system and microphones for the competitors. At the Milton Feis, 

they had a good sound system but as soon as the dancers commenced to dance in 

treble shoes on the stage (the musicians were on the stage), the reverberation caused 

by the treble shoes resulted in us halting the competition and moving the musicians to 

the ground in front of the stage. Something to be considered for future events. 

Rules to enter the Scholarship Competitions can be found on the NAFC website 
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Donna Genthe - The List of Feis Musicians is on the NAFC website.  This includes the contact 

info and the instrument that they play. 

Megan Hickey - Suggested Topic - Have a breakout session on how to run a Music Competition. 

Jim Graven - Maybe we can do that if Helen Gannon agrees, 

 

2020 Music Scholarship  

Jim Graven - Music Scholarships 

Host Scholarship with the NAFC Competitions - three choices 

#1 - Suspend the usual draw and have them at St Louis.  Helen Gannon will run them, 

#2 - Have one scholarship drawn and one at St Louis 

#3 - Have the scholarships rotate through the regions 

Discussion 

Esther Pujol - I have no preference.   

Alison Reaney-Brown - I would hate to see it no longer offered at a feis.  I think the rotation 

should be considered and not dropped from voting all together. 

Helen Gannon - Caution Please - Don't put your feis in for that music competition unless you 

know you have a healthy music competition.  I think we should leave it as is. 

Patricia White - Peach State Feis had it last year but we received no entries and had to pass it to 

the alternate.   I still think it is good to alternate the music competitions.   

Jim Graven - It sounds like everyone wants to keep status quo.   

Vote now for the U15 Scholarship Venue 

Winner - East Durham, August 22, 2020 

Alternate - Pittsburgh Winter Feis, December 2020 

Esther Pujol - We have had music competitions for only 2 years.  Can we enter the drawing for 

the Music Scholarship even though we haven't had music for 3 years? 

Sandi Asazawa - No objection.  But if we do, then we should change the rule. 
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Over 15 (Under 21) Music Scholarship Drawing 

Winner - James Brennan Buffalo Feis, 1st weekend of June, 2020 

Alternate - Catskills Mountain Feis 

Patricia Evans-Rosendale: Do the Music Scholarship competitions pull musicians from the 

fleadhs? We may possibly lose entries at the NJ Fleadh - is it the first weekend in June? 

Helen Gannon - Mid-West is one week after Mid-Atlantic but we don't know the dates yet.  I will 

find out next week in Chicago. 

Jim Graven - If Buffalo changes their mind, they can decide after the Fleadh dates have been 

selected. 

 

Treasurer’s Report – Cindy Schuler 

(Please see attached 2 reports for complete details)  

Statement of Financial Position and Statement of Expense 

 

We lost money for the Championships this year but much less than the previous year. The 

Championships are not a money maker, we are expected to lose money. The dancers deserve this 

recognition. 

Convention Fees are now a part of the Feis Registration Fees  

Music Scholarship awards less than last year because checks have not been carried over.  

2018 lost on the Belts. 19.5K lost 

2019 lost 13.5 K 

Feis that hosted in Sacramento did not charge the stage expense which is normally 5K.   

Now that there are no convention fees for 2020 feisanna, there is a lot less money collected than 

last year. 

Q. Patricia White: Why and when did they remove the convention fee? 
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A. Jim Graven - An Coimisiún sent a list of prices for fees for next year that will be clarified with 

the new tripartite agreement.  But for now, that fee has been removed.  Next years convention 

fees are unknown. 

Q. Does CLRG not want us to have the fees? 

A. Jim Graven. No, it is not the CLRG.   

A.  Russell Beaton -  Concern - there needs to be consistency with charges worldwide.  We are 

now in sync with the way the fees are set worldwide.  This is what it costs to register a feis.  

Nothing else is in the fees. 

Esther Pujol -  Members of NA dissatisfied - curious about places where ID is growing but 

maybe in poorer areas.   

Sean MacDonnachadha -  Chile Feis has been given grants to help with expenses 

Parts of East Europe given grants by An Comisiun  

Grants will cover the cost of a workshop teacher or grade exams teachers flight etc 

Geraldine Murray - New schedule fees - does everyone worldwide get charged $290? 

Sean MacDonnachadha - A. To the best of my knowledge the equivalent is charged 

There is a European Feis being charged 550 euros  

Karl Drake  - Is Mexico a qualifying area to get the Comisiun grants? 

Sean MacDonnachadha  - I believe Mexico is now considered developed. 

Karl Drake - I ran a feis for the last 5 years in Mexico and it is very expensive.  We would love 

help bringing an adjudicator to Mexico for a feis - it costs $1000 for one flight. 

Sean MacDonnachadha - make an application so that we are aware.  If we don't know about it, 

then we can't help. 

Gary Brown - Golden Horseshoe Feis - Music scholarship $750 amount - was this for only one 

or two scholarships? 

Cindy Schuler - The Fiscal Year is January to December.  I will check those numbers to see if 

they need corrected before it is in the minutes. 

Jim Graven - All reports will be in the minutes. 

Megan Hickey - Will people consider a Traditional Set competition to increase the revenue?  
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Russell Beaton - right now we have subsidiary competitions.  What she is asking is for a revision 

to the paradigm to the syllabus.  But she wants to draw kids from outside those registered - like 

siblings. 

Megan Hickey - As a teacher this would be helpful 

Myra Watters - If we offer competitions for those not qualified for the belt it will increase 

numbers 

Patricia Watkins - Those are offered in the syllabus 

Myra Watters - We should offer more of those - step down the line etc... 

Jim Graven - We will see if we can offer more and if offered it will be in the syllabus and on the 

webpage. 

Motion to accept the Treasurer’s Report:Joan Preece 

Seconded:Russell Beaton 

Motion: Carried 

Bernadette and Pat reviewed the Treasurers Report and found no discrepancies 

 

Registrar’s Report - Donna Genthe 

(Please see attached for Complete Report) 

14 new feis in 2019 (3 Canada and 7 USA) 

2020 - 4 new feis in the US but some pending 

If you have not had a feis for 2 years you have lost your date so it is entered as a cancel 

2019 Canada had 3 cancels and US had 7 

2019 - 33 approved feis for Canada and 245 for the US 

4 feis for 2019 listed as owes payment (from Western Region) 
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REGIONAL REPORTS 

Mid-Atlantic – Bernadette Broderick 

(Please see attached report for full details) 

50 feis registered 

4 cancelled feisanna 

No new feisanna in area - but registrar said there was one (Flynn Feis because they did not have 

a permanent date before) 

All of the feisanna attended by Bernadette were efficiently run 

Most feisanna had less dancers than 2018 especially in grade levels 

Very few feis reached caps 

Hard to find affordable venues 

Parents waited until last minute to register 

2nd chance feisanna are more attractive to dancers 

Dancers may be moving up too early due to 2nd chance 

 

 

 

New England – Helen O’Dwyer - no report 

 

Eastern Canada – Mary Bryan (not in attendance) 

 Alison Reaney-Brown will read - Mary has a report to hand out 

13 feis provided reports out of 21 feis 

There were no 2-day feis in the region so 2nd chance is important in this region 
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Some feis get a grant, but they don't get the grant every year. This can be challenging for a feis 

financially 

Some feis were moved because of a school strike that closed all the schools 

The Eastern Canada Region does double age groups for everything now.  Split at 15 in grades 

and 25 at champ levels.  This is necessary because we don't have the numbers in this region.  We 

do not combine double age groups. 

 

 

Southern Region – Nancy Logue Woods 

This was a great year for the Southern Region 

I have 55% of reports from completed feisanna turned in 

There are 63 feisanna in the Southern Region 

12 feisanna were cancelled - probably due to the huge number of feis added in 2017 - this is 

probably a saturation correction 

3 new feisanna were added 

14 feisanna had temporary date changes 

3 feisanna had permanent date changes 

Most feisanna in the region have in the mid 200's competitors (range 130 - 800) 

This is lower than normal entries 

 

Mid-America – Sandy Asazawa 

6 feisanna still to be run for this year 

The majority of feisanna are mid-sized with caps of 500-1000 

12 feisanna had temporary date changes and 3 feisanna had permanent date changes 

I have 26 reports for 2019 and 3 from 2018 
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There are no new feis in the Mid-America region 

Beginner numbers continue to be down 

Concern about new feisanna with lower numbers of dancers and rising venue costs 

9 feisanna reported that they offered grade exams 

Sandy personally went to 4 feisanna in the region 

Mid-America is overall a successful region 

 

Western Canada – Nora Pickett – Not in attendance - Jim Graven reported for Nora 

No back to back feisanna but many 2nd chance comps 

No feis are run on same dates 

1-2 feisanna run per month 

290-450 competitors in each feis 

Low Canadian dollar means that Western Canada are unfairly supported by the NAFC and would 

be able to run themselves without the NAFC 

 

Western U.S. - Geraldine Murray 

The Western US Region had an increased number of feisanna in 2019 from 2018 

Western US Oireachtas is in Denver 

The Western US would like a dropdown menu on the NAFC website for registration. This would 

be good for teachers who cannot remember the name of their feis 

Although Alaska and Hawaii are part of the Western US, there were no feis in these states.  

 

Hall of Fame – Jim Graven for Edward Hansberry who was not here and did not provide Bio's 

2 candidates to vote for the Hall of Fame 

Mary Hennigan 

Patsy McLoughlan 

Randy McPhee -  Tell us who they are? - read the bio of the people 
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Jim Graven - I do not have bios for the Hall of Fame candidates due to Ed's last minute inability 

to attend the meeting. 

Randy McPhee -  I can speak for Mary Hennigan - She was the ChairPerson of The Buffalo Feis 

for a long time.  She started the Irish Cultural and Folk Arts Association - She does more than a 

feis.  She was the President BOD Gaelic Athletic American Association.  Mary has her hand in 

everything Irish American in Buffalo NY.  Her daughter is a TCRG.   

Russell Beaton - Patsy McLoughlin - TCRG and ADCRG worked with her brother and sister on 

their feis for over 30 years.  She has run TCRG and ADCRG exams for many years.  She is 

directly involved in leadership of IDTANA and Regional leadership.  Patsy made the motion 51 

years ago to create Nationals.  Last year Patsy was selected as chair of St Patrick's Day parade.  

Patsy is also involved in the NAFC.  Patsy taught the first American lady who won World's - 

Teresa O'Sullivan. 

 

Pat Short - read the info for Hall of Fame Selection and described its location 

 

Jim Graven - both of the candidates have been vetted and are qualified for the Hall of Fame 

 

Everyone voted - Unanimously elected both Patsy McLoughlin and Mary Hennigan into the Hall 

of Fame 

 

 

IDTANA – Russell Beaton, President of IDTANA 

(Please see attached report for full details) 

October 2018 - October 2019 

Continued growth - just reached over 1000 members 

Many dancers from North America went to World's championships and made North America 

proud.  

IDTANA and NAFC will not run events on the same day as their conventions 

Couple things brought up at convention in July 

Contract by adjudicators - some discussion about baggage costs on low cost flights 

Now must pay for those fees - not discussable 

Stress with members that the mileage must be the standard for that year but should be discussed 

prior to the feis 

 

After Lunch 

 
National Anthem  

Helen Gannon of St. Louis Irish Arts instructed all those in attendance the pronunciation of the Irish 

National Anthem in the Irish language followed by singing the Anthem. Helen encouraged that all 
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Feis make a point of teaching the Anthem to their dancers so that there is a continuance of the Irish 

language. 

Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Eireann – Helen Gannon 

(see attached report) 

 

Fleadh August 1st, 2020 Mullingar - where Comhaltas was founded in 1951 

 

 

An Coimisiun – Sean McDonnachadha for Francis Curley, Chairperson 

 

Día dhaoibh a cháirde go léir. Is mór an onóir dom bheith anseo ar son An Coimisiún agus 

Cathaoirleach, Francis Curley. 

 

Thank you to feis organizers for doing the work of An Comisium.   

 

An Comisium organizes 2 large events every year. 

 

Also this year they redrafted the rule book.  Got rid of rules that are obselete and re-worded rules 

that didn't sound right. 

 

Transfer rule was most under scrutiny.  There was a 6-month restyling period to transfer schools.  

The rule when first introduced was to protect teachers.  There were loopholes and exceptions to 

the rule.  After much discussion, the Fair Trade decided it could stay but it would be mandatory 

for all dancers.  There is an appeal process but there will be very few exceptions to this process. 

The new rules will become effective January 1st.  They will be posted to the webpage. 

 

Russell Beaton - revised the TCRG and ADCRG rules.  Exams are now divided into 2.  

Knowledge in one and Teaching in another. 

 

Regional Council of Continental Europe and Asia (RCCA) was recently set up.  They have 

conferences (skype). 

 

2019 South America will have their 2nd qualifying Oireachtas. 

 

Last month there was a feis and grade exams in Chile. 
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Deleted the rule that does not allow your school identification on your costume.  Could not be 

policed, so it was deleted.  Something new may be added. 

 

Costumes must have a full front and back and sides.  Cut out costumes not allowed. 

 

Huge successes of Oireachtas rince n Heireann was the use of the Irish language.  It is really 

working.  They had to say their set in Irish to the musician.  Parents got discounts for a cup of tea 

if they asked for it as gaelge. 

 

Worlds at Greensboro - event, not just a dancing competition 

Dance Drama attracted a total of 14 teams.  Each drama takes 20 minutes. 

Staging, production, sound and light was 0.25 million euros 

 

2020 - 50th anniversary of Rince na Crinne 

April 5 - April 12 in Dublin 

 

2020 Worlds will see reintroduction of 4-hands 

10 judges have been mandated - other 20 selected tomorrow at Comisiun meeting in Dublin 

 

Safeguarding Children (formerly called Child Protection) - all registered teachers must complete 

this course and complete their own countries requirements to be registered 

 

Geraldine Murray - Great that you tell children to come up and say their set dance in Irish but 

maybe should give a discount to parents for asking for drinks at the bar in irish 

James Hester - Transfer Rule - does it go to CLRG and they decide? 

Sean McDonnachadha - the appeal form is online - the form will ask names and schools names 

and why are you asking for the exemption.  Appeal can not be a teacher. 

James Hester - military kids need to transfer 

Sean McDonnachadha - that is a reasonable appeal.  Every case will be looked at within 14 days. 

Russell Beaton - Must go through CLRG because of the law in Ireland 

 

Helen Gannon - good book "Jigs to Jackobites" to learn names of sets as gaeilge 

Sean McDonnachadha - all sets are listed on webpage as Gaeilge 

Megan Hickey - If you could put on the website how to pronounce the sets in Irish, that would be 

good.   

Sean McDonnachadha - I will bring that suggestion back to the person running the website 
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NAFC – Jerilyn Hagan – Chairperson of the Board 

 

We see same people here as every year. This is sad.   

The Convention was always the venue to find out the issues.  Most vocal people would sit up 

front.  They had a vested interest in our organization.   

Having tension and stress would help us to not become stagnant. 

We work hard with IDTANA and An Comisiun to make needed changes. 

Tell your friends running feisanna to come to the meeting. 

 

Gary Brown - Decline.  Some supportive facts are right there.  We have had lost feis and feis 

growth.  Maybe this is self resolution.   

 

Jeri Hagan - the hardest thing is to collect data.  We need to look at trends.  We can't help you if 

we can't see the trends.  We met a lot of resistance at collecting data.  It's a shame. 

 

Megan Hickey - Aren't we providing that data?  We can't register for our feis unless we fill out 

the form.  When I say something is wrong, the common response is we all go through the same 

thing.  Make the feisanna fill out the form or lose their date. 

 

Donna Genthe - It's been a weird year for feis reporting.  If you are a rep, please go hound your 

region.  I would love you to get your people to submit reports for 2019 now.  I have not stopped 

a feis from registering without a report.  Now the report form is online and I am gong back to the 

feis requesting the reports. 

 

Megan Hickey - It's good for new feisanna coming up to see the whole list of feisanna to see 

what dates are reserved.  I am also wondering if there is a limit to feis date changes?  It seems 

some feis change every year.  Maybe they should be limited? 

 

Donna Genthe - I am working on getting these lists on the webpage. 

Typically the Registrar needs feis reports from the previous year. ie 2017 report for 2019 feis.  

Now, as soon as the feis is done you can submit the report.  Don't worry about financials but was 

the feis a success and do you share venues and musicians etc...?   

Now, hopefully you are sending in the feis report right after the feis because it's difficult later to 

remember the details.  Now you no longer need to send reports to your area representative. 

Regarding date changes; Donna does see some feis year after year change dates.  If Donna sees a 

lot of temporary date changes, that feis may lose their reserved date.  It's not fair to other 

feisanna.  Those feis with a permanent date change don't really affect other feisanna. 
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Motions 

#1 Motion  

Donna Genthe - No new feis or feis requesting a temporary or permanent date changes will 

be allowed within 200 miles of another feis with reserved dates on the same (extended) 

weekend (Friday - Monday). 

Exception #1 - If there is a feis requesting a temporary date change on a weekend when the 

feis with the reserved date(s) is cancelling their event (and therefore the date is available 

for a temporary date change). 

Exception #2 -known back to back feis requesting a temporary date change may be 

permitted if the criteria above is met. 

 To NAFC  Board and Convention  October 18th 2019  

 

Comhaltas had a very successful year worldwide  now operating in 18 countries in 5 

continents,.Support is received  from Department of Foreign affairs and the Arts council of 

Ireland.  The 2019 All ireland was held in Drogheda for its second year. President Michael O 

Higgins opened the Fleadh and numbers attending this year topped 500,000.  

The 2020 Fleadh ( Al Ireland)  will be held in Mullingar  where the first All Ireland was held in 

1963. 2020 has been named( BLIAN NA MBOLL ) the year of membership. every branch is 

asked to try and increase their membership. North American competitors faired very well this 

year in winning the coveted all Ireland titles.  Comghairdeas Mor  ( Congratulations)  to all those 

who won medals.  

 

 We received  50,000 euros in North America this year  from the department of Foreign affairs .  

these funds supported  the  two qualiying Fleadheanna cheoils ( Mid Atlantic and Mid West)  the 

North American Convention and the distribution of our International Magazine Treoir to our 

membership.  We had enough funds left to support  Branch activities  and were able to partially 

fund 20 projects  

 

 The  Comhaltas Raffle project  has become a very successful project  for our Branches where 

the branch can keep 80% of the proceeds returning the 20% to head office  for a chance in big 

prizes. Tickets are available today  

 

Further to my presence on the Music Scholarship Committee and our r training competant Feis 

Musicians. we ( our branch)  is  undertaking a Feis Musicians workshop to be held in St. Louis  

on February 17th  post  St Louis Irish Arts Feis and St. Louis Winter Feis. Professor Orlaith Ni 

Bhrinn from the University of Limerick will host the workshop and also provide a lecture at the 

University of Missouri St. Louis Campus . For those of you who have not read  her book Jigs to 

Jacobites  it is a must. I would like to thank the NAFC for collaborating with Comhaltas and 

providing the ground work  for us to secure a future for the Music as well as the dance and 

language. 
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Megan Hickey - Jimmy asked me to speak - looking at the whole weekend is important.  200 

miles - is that the right distance?  Are there regional considerations?  For our region 200 miles 

may not be the right consideration. 

Patrick Short - Jimmy Early situation - he objected to a feis taking place because it was too close.  

We did not make a complete analysis when we knocked down the request to not allow the feis.  

It was 217 miles away.  The impact was negligible.  He had a cap of 800 entries and got 784.  He 

had a cap of 400 for champs and got 375.  The feis was a local Boston Feis that only attracted 

Boston area children (900).  With Jimmy's cap he could not have added more than another 60 or 

70 dancers anyway.  We need all the facts to have the tools to see if 200 miles is legitimate. 

Michael Farrell - East Durham feis was August 27 or 28.  Springfield Feis next day affected our 

feis.  We averaged 300 from that area and only got 30 this year.  103 miles away but different 

region. 

Erin Hickey Greenwood - Megan wanted me to clarify - not this situation.  Motion is looking 

broader.  As a parent I am looking at the whole month, not just the day.  Parents are busy with 

sports, so we all impact each other. 

Megan Hickey - Jimmy wanted me to discuss what was discussed at the regional meetings.  Now 

is a good time to discuss how the conflicts are identified and resolved.  As teachers we know a 

little more about the impact.  It is hard for Donna to know everything.  My previous remarks 

were not about Jimmy's objection. 

 Meagan McGough - I am Switzerland on this topic. - At our last meeting we discussed not going 

through the NAFC since the West Region does not have to go through the NAFC?  Mid-Atlantic 

is highly concentrated.  200 miles in our region - I lost a date because of a feis in Boston that will 

not have an impact anyway.  Region tabled until meeting in January. 

Cindy Schuler. - Do we extend it to include the entire weekend and not just the day?  That is the 

motion. 

James Hester - I took a date for my feis that is within 200 miles of 2 other feis.  AM I 

grandfathered in if this motion is approved? 

Donna Genthe - it gets fuzzy.  Some feis who have reserved weekend of last weekend of the 

month should change to 4th weekend because sometimes it is the 3rd weekend or 4th weekend.  

Your feis was 207 miles from the other feis and I have to stick with the 200 mile limit.  Yes, I 

would keep JJ's because he is here and approved.  It does get hectic with the last and holiday and 

what if you change your venue?  I think we need baby steps with the weekend and 200 miles. 

 

Patricia White - agree with extending it to the weekend but we need to look at this by region.  A 

feis in the south 250 miles away is local 

Becky Chapman - no horse in this race.  If you have a feis and someone wants a new feis within 

10 miles that is not a new feis on the next day, but a back to back would that be allowed?   

 

Pat Short - Tripartite agreement now being discussed will touch on this.  Donna, will you agree 

to table this motion to the next meeting to see if the tripartite agreement goes through?   
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Geraldine Murray - Question - new feis wants to come in temporarily or permanently.  I don't 

understand the wording.  Confusing.   

Jim Graven - maybe we can table the motion until tomorrow to get more clarification before we 

vote? 

Geraldine Murray - we need Donna to clarify this. 

Patricia White moved to table the motion 

Noreen Halley seconded the motion 

Motion to table motion until tomorrow - carried  

 

Motion #2 - Nancy Logue Woods 

Request IDTANA respectfully allow/ invite NAFC regional representative to attend the 

annual region IDTANA meeting to report and read the regional NAFC report at meeting. 

 

Russell Beaton - in some way not appropriate form.  I asked regional directors to do this.  If you 

pass this motion I can go back to IDTANA and tell them it should be allowed. 

Kerry Kelly Oster - I think this is a regional decision.  Not through NAFC 

Becky Chapman - We are telling the IDTANA what they must do?  We can't do that. 

Russell Beaton - no we are suggesting to the regions - Roberts Rules 

 

Cindy - read report 

 

Vote - motion carried 

 

Motion #3 - Randy McPhee - Buffalo Feis 

 

An immediate moratorium on all new Feisanna in North America. 

 

Many speakers indicated that they felt that less feisana would allow other feisanna to thrive so 

that all feisanna were not forced to close due to overmarketing. 

 

Other speakers indicated that this has already been tried before and has not been well received by 

dance teachers and reqions that require additional feis growth.  It is sometimes a hardship for 

dancers to travel great distances to compete, so more feis in their area is welcomed.   

 

Some speakers indicated that the feisanna are indeed in it for the money and that sometimes they 

must downsize to maintain viability.  A better run feis will create the competition needed in the 

feis community so that others either strive to be better run or they are eliminated – as it should 

be. 
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Some speakers indicated that this should be a regional decision.  Regional needs are extremely 

varied in North America. 

 

Jeri Hagan seconded the motion 

 

Cindy Schuler - Read motion 

 

Vote - 1 yes 

Abstain - 4 

No vote - everyone else 

Motion - not carried 

 

Motion #4 - By NAFC Board 

Treasurer position will be appointed by the Board of Directors by majority vote.  In the 

event of a tie, the chairman would cast the deciding vote. 

 

 

Mary Kemock seconded the vote 

 

Discussion – A qualified person should hold the position and the minimum requirements listed 

for the position do not cover those qualifications. The treasurer needs to be able to talk to the 

IRS. 

Some worry that this might start a trend on the Board with many positions being appointed and 

this not looking good from the outside. 

Other worry that the position could end up being abused as has happened in other organizations 

with money being stolen by the person holding that position for many years or decades.   

The books and bank statements are annually independently reviewed by at least two people. 

Many people felt that this position does require a certain expertise that is not readily found 

within the body, so it would be a good idea to have a qualified person appointed instead of 

elected. 

Some said maybe we could make an amendment to the qualifications instead of having the 

position appointed. 

 

 

Pat Dwyer - I think this motion will pass.  We are all smart.  What Cindy said in the 

qualification, would be good to get what she said for the board. 
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Patricia Evans-Rosendale - Point of clarification - off comment mentioned - this position is 

drawn from the whole membership?  I would suggest that if we have multiple people then yes it 

should be a voting thing.  If we only have one person, then they should still be brought to a vote. 

Pat Watkins - maybe we could just get rid of the term limits 

Jim Graven - Voting on it as is 

Yes - 34 

No - 9 

Abstain - 4 

Motion carried 

 

Teresa Buck - Anybody can still express an interest in this position they should let the board 

know.   

  

 

 

 

Old Business – No old business. 

None 

New Business 
 

Geraldine Murray - NAFC should run a feis to go with the belts.  Just like IDTANA runs a comp. 

Board Members - we don't have the volunteers.   

Jeri  Hagen- What feis would we encroach on?   

Russell Beaton - This was the exact recommendation IDTANA made to NAFC last Febraury  without 

realizing the volunteer number issue.  Maybe IDTANA would have to help run the feis but this is a couple 

of steps down the road. 

Kerry Kelly Oster - I love the belts have rotating dates.  Can we consider moving the NAFC convention 

around also? 

Jeri  Hagan - Do we make this an every other year event?  Would we get more people? 

John Glynn - I would like to thank this organization and it's members when I recently had an operation 

and lost my beloved partner.  I got so many baskets of fruit and was so grateful.   

Also, you can ask your elected representative or senator as they have discretionary funds. 

Megan Hickey - Every other year would still be the same people.  We should encourage others to attend.  

It is difficult during this time.  If we could shift it around a 6-week period it may be helpful. 
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Esther Pujol - Things can be done differently.  We can add more to this weekend if we want to see more 

come out to it.  Highlight what we are discussing ahead of time.  Some people leave early and don't 

know there are good discussions on Sunday.  Then they say they wished they would have stayed. 

Teresa Buck - We can change the way we do this.  Regional reports are important.  New feis could have 

regional meetings on Saturday morning.  Maybe sit down as a board and figure out what is the most 

important to what a new feis needs answered.  Maybe even going over the handbook. 

Jeanne Farrell - Yesterday at the Board meeting we discussed this - we should ask new people why they 

came and what they would like to see moving forward. 

Patricia Evans-Rosendale  - There is no  longer a convention fee included? The Board answered - correct.  

Having fees no longer included may now see a decline in attendance.  We could offer a more positive 

direction like your regions will be meeting here? 

2020 Convention voted on at the 2017 Convention 

Site location for 2020 is Albany, N.Y. 

October 17 and 18, 2020 

Desmond Americana Hotel 

5 minutes from airport 

2021 Convention voted on at the 2020 Convention - prepare info to present  

Cindy Schuler - St Louis would like to have convention 2021 

Mike Farrell - Will Arch be fixed 

Cindy Schuler - Arch and Fairgrounds are great 

 

Convention Plan for the evening  

Mass at 6:00 across from Wild Sea - Fr Jerry Singleton priest from Cork 

Dinner at River Patio - Guest Honorary Irish Consul General of Miami - Ian O'Flaherty and his 

wife Tara 

Music Celtic Bridge 

 

 

Motion to adjourn the meeting: Gary Brown 

Seconded by:   Patricia White at 4:00 pm 

Motion: Carried 
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In Attendance: Saturday October 19, 2019 – TOTAL OF  62 

 

Sunday October 20 

Meeting Commenced at: 9:32am 

 
Jim Graven  – Opening words thanking Nancy  

Motion #1 

Donna Genthe – revised motion from Saturday. 

“If any single feis or back to back feiseanna wish to either establish or make a date change 

to their feis, it must be on a weekend (Friday – Monday) where there are no other feiseanna 

within 200 miles.” 

 

Vote: 

Motion Carried 

Open Forum 

Topic #1 - Can the NAFC Convention add Round Table Discussions into the schedule? 

Teresa Buck - Change convention slight bit to add round table discussions. Does anyone have 

any ideas?  NAFC Championship ideas.  Send out social media to discuss ideas at the meeting 

Mary Kemock -  Discussed having breakout sessions operated or overseen by regular people 

from the membership.  Maybe regional reps could oversee things like registering your feis or 

filling out forms.  Having these at like 3:00 or 4:00 on Friday.  Still in plenty of time for the 

reception.  Wouldn't take up time on Saturday. 

Teresa Buck - Set up tables like vendors if you want to switch registration companies. 

Russell Beaton - I agree with Mary.  I can establish individuals or ad hoc committees.  If you 

assume it will be taken care of by the leadership, then it won’t happen.  A specific board member 

should have this as their description. 

Jeri Hagan - If we had different organizations that tabulate we could charge them a vendor fee 

like we do with regular vendors. 

Motions; maybe we can put on the portal that we can submit motions anytime during the year? 

Not just right before the convention? 

Jim Graven - Donna will get that ready 
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Esther Pujol - Good idea.  Dancers will benefit from healthy competition.  Can we have break 

out sessions today? 

Jim Graven - Do you want to do a break out session on new feisanna?  I can help with that.  

Esther Pujol - Don't need to necessarily have leaders.  Just round table discussions 

Nancy Logue Woods - I was contacted by several people asking if you would have vendors.  

There are others who may want to vend at the NAFC convention. 

Jim Graven - A t-shirt company came years ago.  Maybe a shoe company may want to come.  

This may be the place to do it. 

Teresa Buck - Send me anyone who wants to vend.  Some may not be appropriate but maybe 

they want us to use them at our next feisanna. 

Russell Beaton - It needs to be a product that we can use at a feis.  Opportunity to offer a vendor 

exposure - like Northwest Designs.  Many companies that have health related products.  Maybe 

parents and dancers will want to go to an hour long workshop on proper exercise techniques. 

Jeanne Farrell - Great idea to have different tabulation companies but warning we would have to 

have a separate space for them.  I don't know what the rooms cost, but will have to incur the fee.  

Maybe Friday night or late Saturday afternoon would be best for the vendors. 

Cindy Schuler - Sounds like a trade show.  They can't expect to come here to sell their wares.  

More to sell the idea of them coming to your feis to sell their wares.  Always have a booth fee at 

any trade show.  Fees could be anywhere from $100 - $1000 depending on the group.  Vendors 

would understand they will not be selling at the convention. 

Mary Kemock - conversation started by breakout sessions.  I am opposed to vendors selling 

candy and jewelry.  Feis tabulation companies are common to all of us.  We have all had trouble 

with our tabulation companies.  Good to see the new technology and how it works with our 

adjudicators.   

Esther Pujol - Can NAFC sanction what is happening at the collegiate level?  These are 

sanctioned comps.  Good for parents to see there is something beyond HS sports.  It would be 

good if it can become NAFC sanctioned. 

Jim Graven - I contacted a few former Pittsburgh students to set up a ceili competition, but it was 

difficult to get them to organize. 

Russell Beaton- Collegiate organization has an IDTANA recognition.  Suspicion from our 

colleagues that is misplaced.  Esther is on the right track.  If they are brought into the fold they 

would be more accepted.  Dancers are afraid they will harm their positions at home dance 

schools though.  Even new college kids are dancing for the first time.  If I can bring IDTANA 

around to be less suspicious.  They want a separate organization for themselves so they are not 

told what to do. 
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Jeri Hagan - I question to what end that would be.  Who are teaching these kids?  Are they 

TCRG's?  Answer NO.  So, they cannot compete at World's.  I know dancers who got 

scholarships.  It's a great idea but would open a can of worms.  Where would it go? 

Pat Short - Russell can you clarify that TCRG's do not teach there? 

Russell Beaton - TCRG's are not actual instructors, but they can help and advise.  Clubs get 

organized and get on track and they spread the knowledge that they exist, but do not teach.  This 

is an opportunity for kids without other options, but it is not an avenue to get to World's. 

Jim Graven – the NAFC should wait for direction from IDTANA 

Noreen Halley - Who judges the collegiate competitions? 

Russell Beaton - TCRG and ADCRG will judge whatever their syllabus says 

Noreen Halley - It's like a ceili club with more frills? 

Russell Beaton - They have some interesting competitions. 

Jim Graven - It is difficult to find an adjudicator with no association when you have a team with 

24 dancers. 

Myra Watters - Any dancer that continues beyond HS are future TCRG's and ADCRG's.  So, this 

is good.  Gives availability to dance when they can't continue with their home schools.  Also, 

perhaps beginners that they bring in may add to our numbers at local feisanna in our adult 

category. 

Jim Graven - This needs further discussion between the NAFC and IDTANA 

Topic #2 – Networking After the Meeting 

Joan Ruane - Is it possible to provide a sheet with everyone here at convention and their emails? 

Nancy Logue Woods - Will do 

Gary Brown - Our responsibility to network should continue after the meeting.  3-4 years ago 

Ryan Carroll thought to get the local chairs together and many chairs got together, some on the 

phone, no specific presentations, just an open forum.  Very successful meeting at the local pub in 

Toronto.  Talk to regional rep or director to figure out a meeting to start sharing things.  This had 

a direct impact on a new feis - St Catherines Feis - gave them ideas on setting up by-laws 

Topic #3 – Late Feis Entries are a Nightmare – graduated Fees a possible solution? 

Jeanne Farrell - Common problem - Late Entries.  Last minute ordering more trophies.  

Scheduling nightmare.  Getting last minute adjudicators.  Dancers always say, "I can't enter 

because I need to see who else is entering".  As soon as 1 or 2 more are entering then 15 more 

dancers enter.  They were already combined and now cannot separate.  Can teachers encourage 

parents to be more respectful and get entries in on time?  I cannot go to the teachers meeting 

because I am not a teacher. 
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Mid-Atlantic has a very active FB page that allows us to post “get your entries in”. 

Russell Beaton  

- I need to get those FB pages. 

- Paradigms shifting so fast.  Dancer wants to know who is in the competition.  I won't go 

if there aren't 5.  But all 5 are waiting to register. 

- People aren't registering for anything until the very last minute 

- Some people are trying early registration incentives.  We have either never done it that 

way or we have always done it that way doesn't work anymore.  We need to change.   

Joan Ruane - People register later and later.  At one feis we had 200 entries on the day of closing.  

If we stand together then people will get the message that there are constraints.. 

Megan Hickey - I agree with Joan.  Hold tight.  I am increasing my late entry fee this year.  We 

also do an incentive raffle.  So, if you register early you get a free drawing for a $100.   

I run a lot of races.  Structure for race sign-up is $30 if enter before this date and then fees 

increase as you get later.  We've talked about this also. 

We need to support each other.  I am not on FB or instagram but I will join.  It's great to get 

away from the VoyForums.  Discussed at our meeting that teachers should not go onto the 

forums.  Teachers recommend that no feis organizer goes on these forums.  NAFC should 

encourage feis organizers to not go on the forums 

Alison Reaney-Brown - Our 2-year age group has worked great in our region.  We do have 

graduated fees that works great for us.  We order trophies and medals based on high years.  We 

book judges a few at a time as the numbers go up.  We also save a lot of money by running the 

feis ourselves and not hiring the companies 

Mary Kemock - What Myra said it is so true about FB.  Only Grandma's with dogs are on FB.  

Akron not as much turmoil about late entries because we have the double feis.  Joan, I find it 

interesting what you said, but parents still call the shots. 

Russell Beaton - Story about why we create problems.  We want to think of ourselves as nice 

people.  But tension here yesterday about a business supporting and creating a culture.  Certain 

teachers are always in crisis and have problems.  Then we don't want to charge a late fee.  But we 

must cut to the chase here.  This is a business!  We must run it like a business and follow the 

rules.  The Southern Region decided to add in the late fees.  Teachers penalty for not being 

around during the Regional Oireachtas are now charged $500, but some will still pay it because 

they don't want to help.  We can't be nice to people sometimes because there are expectations, 

and this is a business.  We need to take on a hard line of being a business owner. 

Gary Brown - Social Media promotes the late entries times.  There is a huge spike on entries the 

day before the fees go up.  There are still late entries. 
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Noreen Halley – In Cleveland there are no change after May 15th until the day of the feis.  We 

have a line for changing competitions at the feis.  If we market it as an early bird special it 

sounds better.  We charge a $50 late fee to make changes and make $1000 each feis from late 

fees. 

Patricia Evans-Rosendale - We are nice people, but we must make sure that our late fees are 

covered.  Even Region late fees  

Lori Seeman - graduated entry fees - if we use a registration company they must buy into that.  If 

their program doesn't offer it, they must change 

Pat Short - Do you have a tabulator (to Gary)? 

Gary - Yes - on the day. Feis Web - they just must know in advance about the fees. 

Jeri Hagen - Feis tabulation companies all use access-based programs, so they can all be changed 

to add a fee at any time 

Noreen Halley - There is an incentive for the tabulation companies since they make more money 

too 

 

Topic #4 – Regional Representatives Changeover 

Nora Smith - Question for Russell - How often does the regional representative change?   

Russell Beaton - It depends on the region. Every region sets up the way it wants to.  I will ask 

regions to send out changes to everyone. 

For Mid-Atlantic the Regional Representative is always the vice-chair.   

 

Topic #5 – Mid-Atlantic Boys Competitions and Adult Dancers 

Esther Pujol - Mid-Atlantic boys cannot compete against girls.  One of the only regions where 

boys are split.  Sometimes boys never have competition.  Another concern - when we mix 

genders we take away empowering women in the highest level of competition.   

Idea we are running at our feis.  We do not combine boys and girls.  We take OC/PC/PW boys to 

have their own competition.  Gives them 3-round comps.  Many AD's think it's a great idea.  Not 

sure how it will go.  Great for boys without stepping on toes of girls.   

On syllabus on Quickfeis 

Sandi Asazawa - Oakville feis has done this before.  Really fun.  We also had an adult 

competition at our feis.  People loved it.  Brought in some additional dancers. 

Jim Graven - We do offer Adult Competitions at our feisanna, but don't get a lot of dancers. 
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Topic #1 -  Round Table Discussions continued 

Jeanne Farrell - I love Open Forum but maybe we should do it on Saturday so more people can 

join in.  This is sometimes the reason we are all here. 

At our feis we have a 10am start.  We get adjudicators to drive in the day of the feis and we don't 

have to put them in a hotel or feed them Friday night.  Huge cost savings. 

Roundtable idea – “What worked at your feis?”. 

Jim Graven - We might do this but obviously we must take care of the meeting needs first. 

 

Breakout Sessions Idea 

“How to Run the Music Competition” - Helen Gannon will help 

 

Motion to Close: Noreen Halley 

Seconded: Gary Brown 

Meeting adjourned at 10:56 am 

Nancy Logue Woods thanked everyone for coming and a special thank you to Tricia White for 

putting together the convention packets 

 

Attendance (alphabetical) 

Sandi Asazawa - North Coast Feis - Mid-America Representative, NAFC 

Russell Beaton - IDTANA President 

Bernadette Broderick - Mid-Atlantic Representative, NAFC 

Gary Brown - Golden Horseshoe Feis 

Teresa Buck - Akron Feis - NAFC Secretary 

Rachel Burke - Rochester Feis 

Bridget Byrne 

Patricia Campbell - Cleveland Feis 

Becky Chapman - Atlantic Canadian Irish Dance Championships 

Erin Connolly 

Mary Connolly 
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Eileen Doyle - Forest City Feis 

Karl Drake - Orange State Feis 

Pat Dwyer - Past President 

Patricia Evans-Rosendale - Fedelmia Mullan-Davis Feis 

Jeanne Farrell - East Durham Feis - NAFC Vice President at Large 

Michael Farrell - Catskill Mountain Feis 

Helen Gannon - SLIA - Comhaltas 

Ann Gaughran - SLIA 

Donna Genthe - Heritage Irish Dance Company in memory of Peter J. Smith - Registrar/Website 

NAFC 

John Glynn - NAFC Past President 

Isabella Graven - Tessie Burke Jig Feis 

Jim Graven - Pittsburgh Feis - NAFC President 

Jeri Hagan - NAFC Chairperson 

Noreen Halley - Cleveland Feis -  

Edward Hansberry - IAANWJ Feis - Vice Chair Hall of Fame 

Caesar Hernandez - Fiesta Feis 

James Hester - Hester Academy Feis 

Megan Hickey - Bob Gabor CNY Feis 

Erin Hickey Greenwood - Great American Irish Festival and Feis 

Catherine Hogan - United Irish Counties, Flynn Irish Dance 

Fred James 

Courtney Jay - Scoil Rince Luimni Feis 

Kerry Kelly Oster - Feis Na Blian Nua 

Mary Kemock - Cleveland Feis - NAFC Board Vice President 

Sara Locke - Hooley Red Rose Feis 

Sean MacDonnchadha - CLRG LEAS-UACHTARAIN - An Coimisiun 

Megan McGough - McGough Academy Feis 

Randy McPhee - Buffalo Feis 
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Beth Motta - North Coast Feis 

Geraldine Murray - The Portland and City of Roses Feis - Western Region Representative NAFC 

Sandy Oswald - Flower City Feis  

Joan Preece - NAFC Ceili Scholarships 

Esther Pujol - Rose and Shamrock Festival 

Alison Reaney-Brown - Golden Horseshoe Feis 

Melanie Roepke - Cream City Feis/Melanie Roepke 

Joan Ruane - Jersey Shore Feis, Bricktown NJ 

Cindy Schuler - NAFC Treasurer 

Mike Schuler - St Louis An Samhra 

Lori Seeman - A.O.H. Akron Feis - NAFC Handbook/New Feis Liaison 

Patrick Short - Feis Ville Marie - Syllabus Coordinator 

Nora Smith - Irish Culture Club of Delaware 

Cathy Thompson - SLIA 

Brooks Villarreal 

Patricia Watkins - NAFC Championships 

Myra Watters - Orlando Feis 

Patricia White - Peach State Feis 

Dale Woods - Hotlanta Feis 

Nancy Logue Woods - Feis ATL 

David Yates - Pittsburgh Winter Feis 

Kathy Yates - West Virginia Feis @Pittsburgh 

Pam Zykan - SLIA 
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